Moulders
Multi-Application moulders designed and produced by Benier

MM 600 and ME 600
Sticky and very compact dough (for example rye
bread) can be processed with the MM600 moulding
system or ME600 forming system.
The infeed belt on the MM600 conveys the dough
pieces to the roller set. The first set of rollers positions
the dough right in the middle without any force and the
second pair of rollers sheets the product to the desired
thickness. The distance of each roller pair is adjustable
and even creates, in the widest opening enough free
space for rounded dough balls to by pass the rollers.
The lengthening board is easy to position in the
required height and can be lifted to the highest position
in one movement for direct access underneath.
The ME600 processes dough which is not able to be
moulded anymore. This forming unit has a pre-pinning
roller in front of the lengthening belt, which easily
swings upwards in order to bypass it. The frequency
controlled speed of the lengthening belt defines the
intensity together with the adjustable height. A flour
duster is positioned over the whole product length to
avoid building up of dough. For decoration purposes
the hopper can be exchanged for all types of seeds.
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Features
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Suitable for sticky and very compact dough
Bypass facility for rounded products
Easy to clean
Flour duster to avoid dough build-up
Various decoration reservoirs available for the use of different types of seeds
Easily adjustable felt covered lengthening board

Sheeting

Pressure Board

Specifications Moulders
Type

MM600
ME600

Weight range (gr)
min.
max.
300
2.500
300
2.500

Flour Duster

Capacity (pcs/hr)*
min.
max.
3.000
3.000

Dough pieces length (mm)**
min.
max.
250
500
250
500

* Depending on dough weight
** Depending on dough weight and final structure of end product

Benier for smart dough handling solutions
The moulding and shaping process is extremely important for
the appearance of your final product. Shape and structure are
quality definers. Benier offers various solutions for each phase of
the moulding and shaping process. For more information please
contact us or look at www.benier.com.
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